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We all know WordPress is GREAT! But one weakness is that WordPress themes are designed for

BLOGS - not internet marketing sites. The themes pages and posts have headers, menus, sidebars, and

a boatload of other elements that only distract your prospect from your sales message. Suppose you

could fix that in a couple of minutes and a few mouse clicks? Well, todays your day! Magic Template uses

the standard WordPress templating structure to do away with the normal links, headers, menus, sidebars

and any other distractions a normal blog theme has. Its pre-formatted page styles come with numerous

features you would expect to have on a sales page! Signatures, bullets, testimonial boxes, headers, sub

headers and much, MUCH more... Magic Template is pre-loaded with 22 cool styles - all different in their

own unique way. But, whats unique about Magic Template is that each of the styles is easily

customizable. You can change: * background color * content width * font-size * font family and much,

much more! This really is the ideal plugin to use if you want to sell products with WordPress, because its

designed specifically for that purpose! But - I already use WordPress Templates! GREAT! But here are

the problems I found with using templates: 1. templates are tied to the theme folder - that means that

anytime you switch themes or update an existing theme, you have to re-install your template(s) 2.

templates dont use the WordPress installation process - so youve got to grab your FTP tool to install

them. Not a huge problem, but I just like doing everything right in WordPress... if I can. 3. templates are

hard to customize - you have to dig around in CSS and (heaven forbid) PHP to make changes. And,

whats worse, when you make a change to a template ALL of the pages that use that template have to

have the SAME customization (same width, same fonts, same colors, etc.). This is only an irritation on a

single site; but, when youre using WordPress 3.0 Multi-Site all of your sites use the same theme folder -

and therefore the same templates and the same customizations. That, for me, was a huge headache.

Which is what Magic Template so nifty. Magic Template fixes all that because it: 1. is a plugin - so its not

tied to the theme folder like templates. You can use Magic Template styles with any theme you choose.

You can switch themes and/or upgrade themes with absolutely no impact on your templates. 2. uses the

standard WordPress installatioin process. I dont need to fire up FTP. I can install Magic Template from
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right inside WordPress 3. is extremely customizable. Each of the 22 base styles can be customized. The

customization(s) are done from within the WordPress page editor - which means that each individual

page can be different. And, since Magic Template stores customizations with the page and not the theme,

WordPress 3.0 multi-site customizations are not carried from one site to the next. Its that easy even a

WordPress newbie can add a salespage to a blog in only a few minutes! Just think of all the time you will

save by not having to tweak your current theme so it can display your products and salespages! There is

no tweaking of the WordPress code to get your page templates to work and you dont have to know

anything about PHP. You can even customize the styles with little or no knowledge of HTML or CSS - the

easy customization screen makes it a cinch. Simply write your page as normal, choose where you want

your preformatted headers, links, testimonial boxes and bullets to go, click publish, and thats it! Stop

Distracting Your Visitors & Losing Sales! Use Magic Template to Create Pages Thatll GRAB Their

Attention! Of course, Magic Template and WordPress as a platform, is pure SEO Magic, because Google

LOVES WordPress...you can save money on all future design costs for each of your products too! How

much are you going to save exactly really depends on how fast you want this plugin...you see Im backing

my product 110, and I want you to be happy with your purchase, so Im putting a price tag on it that

reflects three things: * Value For Money * Quality Of Product * Customer Satisfaction * Product Demand *

Competition
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